PRACTICE PRONOUN QUIZ

Please fill in the blanks with the appropriate pronoun. Circle the antecedent.

1. Some tennis players have already put __________________ gym bags in the bus.
2. All of these directors won an Oscar for __________________ movies.
3. Each of the children wanted ________________ own toys.
4. The band sells ________________ CDs at the nightclub.
5. Not one of the bankers would sign ________________ name on the loan.
6. Several of the women lost ________________ rings in the pool.
7. Everyone left ________________ car in the parking lot and took the bus.
8. His brothers sometimes ride ________________ bikes up the mountain.
9. The team won ________________ third game tonight.
10. Did anybody forget ________________ watch in the men’s room?
11. Susan gives ________________ new puppy a bath every week.
12. No one can expect to pass if ________________ studied for only ten minutes.
Please fill in the blanks with the appropriate pronoun. Circle the antecedent.

1. Some tennis players have already put ___their_______ gym bags in the bus.
2. All of these directors won an Oscar for ___their___________ movies.
3. Each of the children wanted __his or her____________ own toys.
4. The band sells ___its____________ CDs at the nightclub.
5. Not one of the bankers would sign ___his or her____________ name on the loan.
6. Several of the women lost ___their___________ rings in the pool.
7. Everyone left ___his or her__________ car in the parking lot and took the bus.
8. His brothers often ride ___their___________ bikes up the mountain.
9. The team won ___its____________ third game tonight.
10. Did anybody forget ___his______________ watch in the men’s room?
11. Susan gives ___her______________ new puppy a bath every week.
12. No one can expect to pass if ___he or she_______ studied for only ten minutes.